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To explore the mechanism of electron capture dissociation (ECD) of linear peptides, a set of
16-mer peptides were synthesized with deuterium labeled on the -carbon position of four
glycines. The ECD spectra of these peptides showed that such peptides exhibit a preference for
the radical to migrate to the -carbon position on glycine via hydrogen (or deuterium)
abstraction before the final cleavage and generation of the detected product ions. The data
show c-type fragment ions, ions corresponding to the radical cation of the c-type fragments, c·,
and they also show c·-1 peaks in the deuterated peptides only. The presence of the c·-1 peaks
is best explained by radical-mediated scrambling of the deuterium atoms in the long-lived,
metastable, radical intermediate complex formed by initial electron capture, followed by
dissociation of the complex. These data suggest the presence of at least two mechanisms, one
slow, one fast. The abundance of H· and CO losses from the precursor ion changed upon
deuterium labeling indicating the presence of a kinetic isotope effect, which suggests that the
values reported here represent an underestimation of radical migration and H/D scrambling
in the observed fragments. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 576–585) © 2006 American
Society for Mass SpectrometryElectron capture dissociation (ECD) [1, 2] gener-ates fragmentation patterns that are reminiscentof odd-electron EI fragmentation patterns from
small molecules [3], but occur at lower internal vibra-
tional energy [4]. This is advantageous because there is
insufficient energy to break hydrogen bonds and non-
covalent interactions in the gas phase, even though the
backbone has been cleaved allowing study of protein
3D structure in the gas phase [5]. Furthermore, ECD
preferentially cleaves backbone N-C bonds over side-
chain bonds, allowing determination of the exact sites
of labile side-chain modifications [6 –9]. Such behavior
has been suggested to be evidence of a nonergodic
dissociation pathway [1], but there is also a body of
calculations that suggests that nonergodicity may not
be required to explain the observed fragments [10 –13].
In a previously published manuscript [14], data were
presented in which cyclic peptides were shown to
undergo extensive secondary side-chain and backbone
fragmentation that appeared to be free-radical driven.
Secondary side-chain fragmentation has also been re-
ported by other research groups [15–19], and has been
explored by a combined experimental and computa-
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doi:10.1016/j.jasms.2005.12.015tional approach as well [20]. One significant limitation
in the cyclic peptide data, however, is that it is derived
from molecules for which primary backbone cleavages
do not result in mass shifts and, thus, are unobservable.
While these data were helpful for determining the
existence of secondary backbone fragmentation in ECD,
such data cannot provide information concerning
which fragments are generated from primary versus
secondary cleavages. The cyclic peptide data, however,
did suggest a fragmentation pathway in which the
expected c/z ion cleavages could arise both from a
primary nonergodic fragmentation and also from a
secondary ergodic pathway. If primary and secondary
fragments in ECD could be distinguished, it would be
possible to determine if the secondary free-radical rear-
rangements do, indeed, result in c/z ions, and thereby
obtain information that would show if long-lived radi-
cal intermediates are important in the ECD mechanism.
The free radical cascade mechanism [14] requires
that the radical(s) formed from the primary fragmenta-
tion have time to migrate before the final, observed
fragmentation. This is a process that is expected to
occur on the nanosecond to microsecond time scale,
which is much longer than the expected time frame for
intramolecular vibrational redistribution (picoseconds)
[21, 22]. If the free radical cascade mechanism is correct,
previous calculations [10, 11, 23, 24] suggested that it
would preferentially migrate to the alpha carbon posi-
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a preference for migration to glycine because the lack of
steric hindrance would allow a radical in that position
to become planar with the carbonyl [23]. This hydrogen
abstraction reaction typically proceeds via a low-energy
barrier transition state and is even exothermic in some
cases [24]. Hence, the alpha carbon position is expected
to be critical in most of the proposed reaction schemes
[14]. Thus, an experiment was proposed in which a
peptide, deuterium labeled at several amino acid -
carbon positions, would be subjected to ECD fragmen-
tation. If -carbon hydrogen abstraction were occur-
ring, deuterium scrambling would result and would be
detectable in the mass spectrum as 1.006 Da mass
shifts, (D  H), in the isotopic distributions of the
fragment ions.
To test this hypothesis, two pairs of peptides were
synthesized. In each pair, both peptides had the same
sequence which included four glycine residues, but one
peptide had the glycines doubly deuterium labeled on
the alpha carbons. Comparisons of the electron capture
dissociation spectra of each pair of peptides show
strong differences in the isotopic pattern, suggesting
that the radical does generally migrate to the alpha
carbon position of glycine.
Experimental
The mass spectrometer used was a previously described
[25, 26] electrospray ionization Fourier transform mass
spectrometer. The four peptides, listed in Table 1, were
synthesized by Anaspec (San Jose, CA). The peptides
were dissolved to 1 mM in H2O, aliquoted into 10
separate vials, and stored at 20 °C. Immediately be-
fore use, an aliquot was thawed, diluted to 1 pmol/l
in 50:50:1 H2O:CH3OH:formic acid, and1–5 L of this
solution was used in pulled glass capillary nanospray
tips [27] to generate multiply charged ions. The low-
energy electrons needed for ECD were generated using
an indirectly heated dispenser cathode [28] (model
STD200, Heatwave, Watsonville, CA, heated with 5 V
and 1.1 A). ECD was preformed as previously de-
scribed, [14] except that high-energy ECD [18] experi-
ments were also performed. The center potential of the
dispenser cathode was biased at either 0.25 or 9 V
relative to ground, with the grid at 10 V, the outer
trapping plates held at 10 V, and the inner trapping
ring held at 1 V during ECD. The ECD experiments,
which included monoisotopic isolation, used 0.8 eV
electrons. The duration of the ECD event varied from
15–50 ms, but timing of the event had to be adjusted for
Table 1. Synthetic peptides used in these experiments
BUSM 1 RAAAGADGDGAGADAR
BUSM 2 RAAAG**ADG**DG**AG**ADAR
BUSM 3 RAGADGDADGDAGAAR
BUSM 4 RAG**ADG**DADG**DAG**AAR*Indicates deuteration on the alpha carbon.best ECD efficiency because of periodic overlap be-
tween the electron beam and the ion cloud due to
magnetron motion.
The spectra were acquired with a Nyquist frequency
corresponding to a low m/z limit of 215, zerofilled
twice, and Fourier transformed without apodization.
Internal calibration on the [M  2H]2 and [M  H]
peaks and their isotopes yielded a typical mass accu-
racy of 1–2 ppm. Greater than 95% of the ions in the
spectra were identified, and corresponded to previ-
ously reported side-chain losses and the an, bn, cn, yn,
and zn ion series; no dn, wn, or xn ions were observed
(following the Roepstorff and Fohlman nomenclature as
modified by Biemann) [29, 30].
The peptide sequences, Table 1, were designed as
follows. To maximize detection of the fragments, argi-
nine was placed on each end. Also, as mentioned above,
calculations [10, 11, 23, 24] suggested that glycine was
the preferential site of hydrogen abstraction by a radical
because of the ability of a glycine radical to form a
planar structure with the adjacent carbonyl stabilizing it
by resonance. Furthermore, glycine has two hydrogens
on the alpha carbon, thus doubling the probability of
detecting a deuterium migration away from this site.
Finally, the peptide was also designed with aspartic
acid residues so that it could also be used as a control
for other experiments designed to differentiate aspartic
acid and isoaspartic acid [31–33].
Results
The results presented were compiled from a number of
experiments: low-energy ECD (0–1 eV), high-energy
ECD (9 eV), Q2-CAD, SORI-CAD, and ECD of the
monoisotopically isolated precursor. A typical ECD
spectrum of these peptides is shown in Figure 1a. In this
case, the spectrum was obtained with 0.8 eV electrons
and yielded 13/16 of the possible c-ion cleavages, and
50% of the possible a and z ions. In almost all cn, zn,
and an isotopic distributions detected, both the radical
and even electron form of the assigned cleavages were
observed. This resulted in a typical isotopic pattern
(Figure 1a inset), which corresponded to (at least) three
overlapped components, one for the even electron frag-
ment, one for the radical fragment, (which is 1 Da
lighter), and one which is 1.0078 Da lighter than the
radical fragment (named cn·-1). This cn·-1 peak appears
only in the spectra of the deuterated peptides with
implications discussed below.
Figure 1b was the original spectrum which was ac-
quired with the electron gun mounted on the trapping
plate of the ICR cell, thus heating it to a high, but
undetermined temperature. The presence of the b7/y7 and
b9/y9 ions as well as the slight preference for the lower
molecular weight c ions is indication that the ions were
somewhat vibrationally excited before or during the ECD
experiment due to blackbody IR heating [34] of the ions
from the hot cell, making this experiment a variant of the
“activated-ion” ECD experiment [35]. Because of this, the
nder
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15 cm away from the cell with no direct attachment to
the cell, and the cell plates were polished to amirror shine.
This eliminated all conductive and most radiative heating
of the ions inside the cell. Figure 1a is the result. This
spectrum shows strongly reduced abundance of the b/y
ion pairs mentioned above, and the c ion series is shifted
slightly to the right (higher mass), indicating lower total
activation.
There is 10% under-deuteration of the precursor ion
(data not shown), which is roughly evenly distributed
among the eight deuterium labels as is apparent in the
b7/y7 and b9/y9 ion pairs (from the initial mass spectrum
without specific dissociation). The under-deuteration
amount is the same for both deuterated peptides, imply-
ing a97.5% purity in the d2-glycine synthesis precursor.
Thus, it is important to deduct 2.5%/glycine from the
abundance of the deuterium-loss peak, [M  H  D],
before interpretation of the data with respect to radical
driven deuterium scrambling. All peptide deuterium
scrambling percentages reported in this paper are ratios of
the cn·-1 to cn· ions, and all reported deuterium scrambling
ratios have been corrected for the under-deuteration as
mentioned above.
To determine whether or not H/D scrambling was
occurring in solution before the various MS experi-
ments, one aliquot of the deuterium labeled peptides
was simply left on the bench at pH 7 for two weeks.
When the ECD spectra of these “aged” samples were
run, the extent of under-deuteration was unchanged, as
were the abundances of the c·-1 ion peaks. Thus, for
Figure 1. ECD mass spectra of BUSM 2 uthese peptides at least, the alpha carbon positions ofglycine are not exchangeable under such conditions.
Generally, as discussed above, the peptides shown were
treated much more carefully with the aliquots stored in
water (ice) at 20 °C and thawed out immediately
before running the experiments.
Figure 2 shows the side-chain cleavage region for
one of the peptide pairs (peptides BUSM 1 and 2); the
lower spectrum is shifted left (by 8.050 Da) to align the
spectra, accounting for the eight deuterium labels. To
remove isotopic interferences, the precursor ions were
monoisotopically SWIFT isolated before ECD, but the
spectra agree with the results from ECD of the noniso-
topically isolated samples (data not shown). Abundant
side-chain cleavages for BUSM 3 and 4 are apparent and
were essentially identical (data not shown), as expected
for ECD [15, 36]. While this side-chain fragment region
is very similar between the undeuterated and the gly-
cine deuterated peptides, there are some notable differ-
ences marked by dotted lines. The most abundant
cluster of side-chain cleavages, which includes the
arginine side-chain (59.0483), the aspartic acid (60.0211)
side-chain, and the combined loss of CO2 and NH3
(61.0164), showed some evidence of D  H migration
to the side-chain before loss. Loss of H· is observed for
both the deuterated and nondeuterated peptides, but
loss of D· is not observed at all. Furthermore, the loss of
CO is more abundant in the nondeuterated samples
than in the deuterated samples. While these effects are
subtle, they do indicate that the presence of the d2Gly
residues has influenced the isotopic distributions.
While observed in most fragment ions, d2Gly influ-
(a) 0.25 eV and (b) 9 eV ECD conditions.enced isotopic pattern changes are more easily ob-
ted p
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their greater abundance. In Figures 3 and 5, each cn-ion
inset region is plotted as a triplet where the top is the
fragment from the undeuterated sample (BUSM 1 and
3) and the middle and lower inset spectra are from the
0.25 and 9 eV ECD spectra, respectively, of the deuter-
ated samples (BUSM 2 and 4; each shifted by 2 Da/
glycine for alignment).
Figure 3 shows the c/c· ions series for the peptide
RAAAGADGDGAGADAR (BUSM 1 and 2) from c15
down to c5; c4–c3, while detectable, were too low in
Figure 2. The effect of -carbon hydrogen/deu
of the ECD spectra of the monoisotopically isola
Figure 3. Observed c-ion regions from the ECD
0.25 eV ECD of the undeuterated variant (BUSM
(BUSM 2); bottom: 9 eV ECD of the deuterated variaabundance to generate reliable data, and c5 is the
smallest N-terminal fragment with a glycine, and hence
is the smallest fragment that can show H D scram-
bling (that is, deuterium migrating out of the fragment,
and hydrogen migrating in). Most of the isotope pat-
terns show substantial changes in the isotopic abun-
dance distribution when comparing the nondeuterated
to the deuterated peptides, but the relative isotopic
abundance distributions of the 0.25 and 9 eV ECD
spectra are remarkably similar in all cases. The most
marked isotopic relative abundance distribution differ-
substitution on the side-chain cleavage region
recursor ions of (a) BUSM 1 and (b) BUSM 2.
ctra for BUSM 1–2. For each panel (a)–(k), top:
middle: 0.25 eV ECD of the deuterated variantteriumspe
1);nt (BUSM 2).
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(Figure 3h). C9 and c7 (Figure 3g and i) showed little
deuterium scrambling, although the ratio of cn to cn
·
changed. To remove isotopic interferences, Figure 3 was
reproduced using monoisotopically isolated precursor
ions, and the results are comparable. These results are
shown in Figure 4, but without the additional 9 eV data.
Similarly, the peptide RAGADGDADGDAGAAR
c/c· ions series is plotted from c15 down to c4 in Figure
5. These spectra also show substantial isotopic pattern
differences for most of the peaks, but due to an unfor-
tunate symmetry in the sequence, many of the fragment
ions had isotopic distributions that overlapped with
other ions; for example c6 and c10 interfere with z6 and
z10, respectively. This effect makes determination of
D-scrambling difficult, and several of these ions are of
fairly low signal/noise, which adds substantial error to
the quantitation of the D-scrambling for that peptide
fragment. Thus, this figure is included to show a second
example of isotopic distribution distortions attributable
to the presence of d2Gly, but these data are not dis-
cussed further.
The z-ion series (not shown) also reveals some deu-
terium scrambling, primarily on the z14 and z7 ions. The
remaining z ions, while observable, are not of sufficient
abundance to detect a minor zn-1 deuterium scrambling
effect. This is also true for the an ions, which show some
clear isotopic pattern shifts, but most of these peaks are
not abundant enough to detect an-1 peaks.
In general, these spectra show abundant c· ion
peaks which, while commonly observed in ECD
spectra, are typically not so intense. Several features
Figure 4. Observed c-ion regions from the 0.8
isolation of the precursor ion. For each panel (a)–
the deuterated variant (BUSM 2).of these peptides suggest reasons for this. First, thepeptides have arginine on both terminal positions to
enhance detection of the fragments—which will also
enhance detection of the c· ion peaks compared to
random peptides. Tryptic peptides often show very
low abundance of N-terminal peaks in ECD simply
because the C-terminus is always arginine or lysine,
thus localizing one charge to the C-terminal amino
acid. Second, the data shown here (and discussed
below), clearly indicate that migration of the radical
to the alpha carbon of glycine is common. These
peptides each have four glycines (and several gly-
cine-like alpha carbon positions on the aspartic acid
side chains), which are likely to stabilize the radical,
thus increasing their abundance in the final spectrum.
Third, the gas-phase structure of these peptides is
likely to involve multiple hydrogen bonds between
the terminal arginine residues and the aspartic acids
so that initial electron capture and backbone cleavage
would generate a hydrogen bonded complex between
the initial c/z· fragments, which could then undergo
inter-molecular hydrogen abstraction to generate a
c·/z complex before formation of the final, observed
fragment ions on dissociation of the hydrogen-
bonded complex. Such a complex agrees with theo-
retical and experimental data in the literature [10, 20,
37].
Discussion
The presence of deuterium labels on glycine has clearly
caused distortion in the isotopic patterns of the frag-
ments. There are several possible interpretations to the
ECD spectra of BUSM 1–2 after monoisotopic
op: the undeuterated variant (BUSM 1); bottom:eV
(l), tdistortions in the isotopic distributions observed in
varia
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as a long-lived radical cation (possibly as an H-bonded
complex between C-terminal and N-terminal frag-
ments), which undergoes one or more hydrogen ab-
straction events before final dissociation, generating the
c·-1 peaks that are observed only in the deuterated
spectra. Second, the c· ions from the deuterated peptide
undergo H· loss to a much higher extent than the
undeuterated peptides. Third, the even electron cn

ions could lose D· to form the radical cation [cn  D]
·.
These three interpretations will be discussed below.
However, it is important to remember that the differ-
ence between these structures is deuteration of the
nonexchangeable and nonhydrogen bonded alpha car-
bon of glycine residues in the sequences.
The first interpretation of the c·-1 peaks is shown in
Scheme 1. In this scheme, the initial electron capture
event has caused a backbone bond cleavage forming the
typical c and z· ion pair that remains bound by a
hydrogen bond [10, 20, 37]. This complex is a long-lived
radical intermediate in the electron capture dissociation
mechanism. The terminal radical on the z· ion abstracts
a hydrogen (or deuterium) from a more stable site, in
this case the alpha carbon of a glycine on the c-fragment
thus forming a c· and z ion pair, but with the deuterium
atoms scrambled. Sometime later, the hydrogen bond
breaks, and the two fragments are free to be detected
independently. This mechanism would be driven by the
stability of the glycine alpha carbon radical product.
Scheme 2 is essentially a variant of this same mecha-
nism, but involves intra- rather than inter-fragment
deuterium scrambling.
Figure 5. Observed c-ion regions from the EC
0.25 eV ECD of the undeuterated variant (BUSM
(BUSM 4); bottom: 9 eV ECD of the deuteratedThe second interpretation of the c·-1 peaks is thatthey could be formed by loss of H· from the c· ion. Such
losses are not uncommon in ECD spectra. However,
these peaks are present only in the ECD spectra of the
deuterated peptides and not in the spectra of the
undeuterated peptides. Perhaps the presence of the
d2Gly residues effectively destabilizes the c· radical by
preventing (via a kinetic isotope effect, see below) the
radical from migrating to the relatively stable radical
position at the alpha carbon of glycine. However, this
interpretation seems less likely attributable to the ab-
sence of c·-1 peaks in the nondeuterated peptides.
The third possible interpretation of the c·-1 peaks is
that it is caused by loss of D· from the even electron c
peak. This interpretation would imply formation of an
unstable radical cation, [cn  D]
·, from the relatively
ctra for BUSM 3–4. For each panel (a)–(l), top:
middle: 0.25 eV ECD of the deuterated variant
nt (BUSM 4).
Scheme 1. One possible mechanism to describe observation ofD spe
3);(H  D) scrambling c· fragments.
582 O’CONNOR ET AL. J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 576–585stable even electron cn ion which seems to be the least
likely scenario.
Theoretically, the first and second interpretations
can be distinguished by mass, but the first and third
interpretations result in isobaric fragment ions. The
[cn  D  H]
· scrambled species would have a mass
that is 2.0140  1.0078  1.0062 Da lower than the
cn
· ion, while the [cn  H]
 ion would have a mass
that is 1.0078 Da lower than the cn
· ion. This mass
difference of 1.6 mDa can theoretically be distin-
guished provided that the mass spectrometer can
achieve at least 900 k resolving power (FWHM) for
the molecular ion or somewhat lower for fragment
ions. In practice, because of the peak coalescence
effect in Fourier transform mass spectrometry [38,
39], 2–3 that resolving power (or 2–3 million) would
likely be required. In the reported experiments, such
resolving power was not achieved.
Hydrogen abstraction, and hence deuterium scram-
bling, is expected to be a slow reaction (microseconds)
due to the need for conformational change of the
gas-phase peptide ion to bring the radical close to the
hydrogen before reaction. The presence of the deute-
rium labels resulted in substantial isotopic pattern
distortions, suggesting that the radical migrates to the
-carbon of glycine during ECD. However the radical
migration, when it occurs, is likely to occur several (or
many) times before cleavage. The data, primarily in
Figures 3–5, show that H/D scrambling is occurring
from the -carbon positions. As discussed above, most
likely interpretation of these data is that many of the
observed ECD fragments are formed from a radical
intermediate complex which has undergone one or
more radical rearrangements via hydrogen abstraction
from the alpha carbon positions.
The side-chain loss region showed some subtle iso-
topic pattern differences between Gly and d2Gly con-
taining peptide fragments, but it remains unclear why
CO losses would be H/D dependent. A better experi-
ment for observation of side-chain scrambling would be
to use peptides with some deuterium labeled side
chains, but no other deuterium labels. Such an experi-
ment would allow rough quantitation of the ratio of
side chain to backbone hydrogen abstraction in a long-
Scheme 2. A second possible mechanism to d
ments.lived peptide radical cation.Energetics Effects
CAD experiments performed in Q2 [26] in transit to the
ICR cell at 23 eV lab-frame collision energy and
SORI-CAD experiments in the ICR cell at 0.1 eV/
collision on average were used to probe the scrambling
of deuterium under ergodic fragmentation. The results
are plotted in Figure 6 and compared with the ECD
data. The b and c ions are plotted together (Figure 6a)
for comparison in terms of the approximate number of
exchangeable hydrogens. This figure plots the ratio of
the ion abundances (from Figures 3 and 4) corrected for
under-deuteration as discussed above. However, at this
point it is not possible to distinguish (H  D) scram-
bling on the even electron ion from the odd electron ion
abundance or D  H scrambling on the radical
fragment from the even electron ion abundance. Thus,
these scrambling ratios may be an underestimate.
Deuterium scrambling of even electron molecular ions
under CAD conditions is well known [40 – 45], and has
been explored in the same manner as was done here with
D’s located on the alpha carbon positions [46]. Under
energetic (23 eV) CAD conditions for BUSM 2 (Figure 6a),
scrambling occurred in most fragment ion isotopic distri-
butions, with the notable exception of the extremely labile
b9/y7 and b7/y9 complementary ion pairs. Thus, in CAD,
these labile fragments undergo dissociation before scram-
bling, but the rest of the fragments have time for exchange
before cleavage. ECD, however, generates odd electron
radical cations, which show a different internal energy
dependence. ECDwith the cell at elevated temperature by
being in direct physical contact with the electron gun and
ECD with the electron gun pulled back generated spectra
that show similar levels of deuterium scrambling to each
other with a slight (and expected) preference for smaller
fragments in the “elevated temperature” ECD experiment,
presumably due to secondary backbone cleavages.
The CAD and ECD results plotted in Figure 6a
represent data from fragmentation that occurred in
different regions of the instrument, which could result
in different internal vibrational energy distributions in
the precursor ions and perhaps influence the scram-
bling results. To test this possibility, SORI-CAD [47, 48]
experiments were performed in the ICR cell with the
ibe observation of (H  D) scrambling frag-escrvacuum chamber at 25 and 150 °C, with several seconds
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tion of peptide internal vibrational energy with back-
ground IR radiation typically occurs on a msec time
scale [49]). SORI-CAD is well known to “slow heat”
molecules so that selective cleavage of the most labile
bonds is preferred. Since the BUSM 1 peptide has three
aspartic acid residues, and the most likely bond to break
is the bond C-terminal to aspartic acid [50, 51], only b7,
b9, b14, y7, and y9 were observed (y2 is below the mass
range of the experiment). However, the SORI-CAD and
Q2-CAD experiments effectively bracketed the ECD
experiments both in terms of total energy available and
duration. While the IR radiative heating of the vacuum
chamber clearly influenced the SORI-CAD fragment
distributions to favor smaller fragments, none of the
deuterium exchange levels in the SORI-CAD experi-
ments exceeded 3%. 0.1 eV/collision SORI-CAD exper-
iments, even at 150 °C, resulted in an order of magnitude
less deuterium scrambling than room temperature ECD
experiments with a total available energy of 6 eV [1].
In spite of the greater energy available, the CAD
spectra, both 23 eV Q2-CAD and 0.1 eV/collision SORI-
CAD, showmuch less scrambling than the ECD spectra.
Furthermore, the 0.25 eV ECD spectra are remarkably
similar to the 9 eV ECD spectra (Figures 3 and 4),
indicating that, in this energy range, D scrambling is not
highly dependent on the internal vibrational energy.
Thus, for the radical cations produced by ECD, scram-
bling must occur with transition-state barriers much
lower than the redistributed vibrational energy of the
molecule, which agrees with existing calculations in the
literature [10, 11, 23, 24, 52].
Figure 6. Site specific (H  D) scrambling ra
the electron gun mounted on the cell or15 cm b
under SORI-CAD at two different temperature
formation (from Figure 4).Figure 6c shows the branching ratios of the cn and cn·ions. These data are plotted from the cn and cn· abun-
dances of the ECD spectra of the monoisotopically
isolated BUSM 2 peptide molecular ion (see Figure 4).
Except for c11 and c15, most of the branching ratios were
1. C15 showed almost no c15· formation, implying that
the terminal arginine residue prefers to leave as a
neutral radical species. Likewise, the c11 peak showed
strong preference (3-fold) for the formation of c11·.
The reasons for these strong deviations from the aver-
age are unclear, but they are likely to be related to the
gas-phase folding structure of these peptides.
Kinetic Isotope Effect
In any comparison of hydrogen versus deuterium labeled
reactions, it is important to consider a kinetic isotope effect
in the fragmentation. If several reaction channels are
available, and at least one of these channels involves H
versus D loss or migration, the KI effect can greatly
influence the abundances of the reaction products, some-
times an order of magnitude or more in abundance [53,
54]. In a free radical cascade, if the reaction channel
quenches the radical or allows a neutral radical loss, the
reaction is over. The KI effect, along with the fact that the
charge sites in these peptides are protons, not deuterons, is
one possible reason why H· loss is observed in the charge
reduced radical cation [M  2H]·, but D· loss is not.
Furthermore, the abundance change in the CO side-
chain loss (Figure 3) points to the presence of a KI effect,
although the mechanism of this reaction is unclear at this
time. However, if the reaction channel chosen does not
result in the loss of a radical cleavage fragment, the radical
r BUSM 2. (a) comparison of 0.25 eV ECD with
ith CAD Experiment; (b) deuterium scrambling
branching ratio of c· ion formation over c iontios fo
ack w
s; (c)is still present in the molecule and can initiate further
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rium) abstraction reactions (as in Schemes 1 and 2), this is
the case. In spite of the KI effect that must be present in
-carbon hydrogen abstraction reactions, the long time
frame of the FTICR experiments (seconds) appears to
partially overcome the effect so that deuteriums are al-
lowed to migrate. Furthermore, if the KI effect is partially
suppressing the deuteriummigration relative to hydrogen
migration, as would be expected, the migration percent-
ages reported above must be considered underestimates.
Ratio of Primary to Secondary Cleavages
This experiment was originally designed to attempt to
distinguish primary from secondary cleavages, based
on the premise that secondary cleavages proceeded via
a hydrogen (or deuterium) abstraction from the alpha
carbon site of glycine. If the peptide fragmentation
proceeded via the described mechanism [14], deute-
rium scrambling would be the inevitable result. The
data shown support this view. However, certain frag-
ments show remarkably little scrambling (notably,
those c-terminal to aspartic acid), while others show
extensive scrambling (those adjacent to glycine resi-
dues). Could it be that the former are primary frag-
ments while the latter are the result of secondary
backbone cleavage? Based on the results by Mihalca et
al. [55] and Leymarie et al. [14], this seems likely.
Thus, a reasonable explanation for the observed scram-
bling pattern is that while the C-terminal aspartic acid
cleavages proceed rapidly (possibly nonergodically), the
remaining fragments are apparently formed from both a
statistically determined rapid backbone cleavage and a
series of slow, free radical rearrangements. These data
show that a substantial fraction of these cleavages are
formed after free-radical migration. (Note that radical
migration which produces net-zero deuterium scrambling
cannot be differentiated from direct, rapid backbone
cleavage on the 1 s time frame used in these experi-
ments.) Since only 4/11 (BUSM 2, Figures 3 and 4) and 4/9
(BUSM 4, Figure 5, neglecting distributions with interfer-
ences) detected cleavages showed effectively no deute-
rium scrambling, this implies that at least half of the ECD
ions in these peptides are actually formed from secondary
cleavages or as the products of long-lived radical interme-
diates.
Ergodicity
The data shown here, unfortunately, does not resolve the
debate about the ergodicity of ECD primary fragments [1,
11] because all of the normal ECD fragments are present.
The aspartic acid cleavages at c7 and c9 showed little or no
deuterium scrambling, which is consistent with a noner-
godic primary dissociation pathway. However, deuterium
scrambling is a very slow probe and is likely to occur on
a microsecond time scale, which is much too slow to rule
out intramolecular vibrational redistribution (which oc-
curs on a picosecond time scale) [22] of the initial electroncapture energy before fragmentation. The presence of the
deuterium scrambling peaks elsewhere does support a
pathway that involves a long-lived radical ion complex in
which radical migration via H (or D) abstraction occurs.
Combined with previous data [14], this H/D scrambling
data suggests the existence of at least two mechanisms;
one slow, one fast.
Finally, although ECD related H  D scrambling
percentages are noted to be up to 20% in Figures 3– 6,
this value is likely to be a substantial underestimation of
the extent of radical migration in these peptides. First, the
kinetic isotope effect will result in suppression of radical-
induced abstraction of D· versus H·. Without D· abstrac-
tion, the radical based scrambling of hydrogen atoms is
unobservable. Second, until ultra-high-resolution (2–3 M,
FWHM for peptides of this size) experiments can be
performed, it is impossible to observeDH scrambling
from the cn· ions or H  D scrambling from the cn ions
due to peak overlap with the unscrambled cn and cn· ions,
respectively. Both of these events (which are expected)
would add to the extent of scrambling. Thus, this under-
estimation of the scrambling suggests that the real scram-
bling levels could be as much as an order of magnitude
higher.
Conclusions
In an experiment designed to test the electron capture
dissociation mechanism in linear peptides, deuterium
scrambling via free-radical abstraction of alpha carbon
deuterium labels was observed. Distortion of the isoto-
pic distributions of the fragment ions was observed
because of the presence of d2Gly. Furthermore, al-
though the Q2 CAD experiment, at 23 eV collision
energy, provided more internal vibrational energy than
the ECD spectra (with 0.2–9 eV electron kinetic energy
depending on the experiment and6 eV of electron-ion
recombination energy [1]), the CAD spectrum showed
lower D-scrambling than did the ECD spectrum. This
experiment demonstrates that many of the expected c/z
ions for ECD are products of long-lived radical inter-
mediates that migrate via the abstraction of H (or D)
from the -carbon of glycine residues.
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